From Large Time Series to Patterns Movies:
Application to Airbus Helicopters Flight Data
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Abstract
Huge amount of multivariate time series (TS) data are recorded by
helicopters in operation, such as oil temperature, oil pressure, altitude,
rotor speed to mention a few. Despite the effort deployed by Airbus
Helicopters towards an effective use of those TS data, getting meaningful
and intuitive representations of them is a never ending process, especially
for domain experts who have a limited time budget to get the main insights
delivered by data scientists.
In this paper, we introduce a simple yet powerful and scalable technique
for visualizing large amount of TS data through patterns movies. We
borrow the co-occurrence matrix concept from image processing, to create
2D pictures, seen as patterns, from any multivariate TS according to two
dimensions over a given period of time. The cascade of such patterns
over time produces so-called patterns movies, offering in a few seconds a
visualisation of helicopter’ parameters in operation over a long period of
time, typically one year.
We have implemented and conducted experiments on Airbus Helicopters
flight data. First outcomes of domain experts on patterns movies are
presented.
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Introduction

For safety and maintenance reasons, many physical sensors have been installed
on operating helicopters. From a data perspective, the Flight Data Continuous Recorder (FDCR) collects Time Series (TS) from physical sensors of the
machine, usually at a frequency of 2 hertz (Hz). Over the last decade, Airbus Helicopters have gathered data on hundreds of thousands flight hours, over
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hundreds of helicopters operated by different customers worldwide, on many different types of missions. To face with such huge amount of TS data, a Big Data
platform has been deployed to enable the storing and processing capabilities,
offering new opportunities to domain experts, especially for troubleshooting and
predictive maintenance [7]. Time series analysis is still an active research domain, see for example [2], [1], [3] or [10] for a survey. Despite the effort deployed
by Airbus Helicopters towards an effective use of those TS data, getting meaningful and intuitive representations of them remains a never ending process.
In the past, data were mainly used for troubleshooting purposes, for instance
to understand the conditions triggering an unexpected incident. The process was
limited to the exploitation of data from the flight where the incident occurred
or the flight before, analyzed using classical TS visualization softwares such as
Grafana1 , Kibana2 or in-house dedicated tools.
For years, data collected from helicopters are also used to better understand
the real usage spectrum of the different helicopters sub-systems (such as lubrication system, starter generator, hydraulic pump, landing gear...). Understanding
the behaviour of these sub-systems in different contexts allows us to optimize
their future (re)-design.
Now, more and more efforts are made to develop predictive maintenance
capabilities for helicopters systems, based on the whole in-service data made
available. However, this is a more challenging topic which requires a strong
involvement of System Design Responsible (SDR) experts who have a deep
knowledge of their respective systems.
Predictive maintenance algorithms consist in general of monitoring ”quantities” that should respect some conditions which can be considered as the normal operating behaviour of the monitored system. Then when this quantity no
longer respects the conditions, an alert is raised. Also, often, such conditions
come from hypothesis formulated by SDR, and consist in general of correlations
that should be preserved over time between certain flight parameters under certain flight conditions, such as time between pilot actions and systems reactions,
correlations between systems temperatures and pressures etc. Quick testing /
verication / validation of SDR hypothesis is then very important for their efficient involvement in the predictive maintenance development. Nevertheless,
SDR do not have time neither necessarily the required data science skills to
mine, quickly and autonomously, massive collected TS data. Thus, it is quite
important to provide them with relevant and adequate artefacts that allow them
to get a simplied access and analysis of their TS data.
Turning large TS into useful knowledge for domain experts is clearly not an
easy task at all. In this paper, we introduce a simple yet powerful and scalable
technique for visualizing large TS data through patterns movies.
An overview of our approach is given in Figure 1. The basic idea relies on
the visualization of correlations between two (flight) parameters over a large
period of time. This large period is split into non-overlapping time windows.
1 https://grafana.com/
2 https://www.elastic.co/fr/kibana
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Figure 1: Sketch of patterns movie construction

For each time window we build one image (or pattern), corresponding to the cooccurrence matrix of the two parameters, aggregating the TS information from
this time window. By assembling successive images, one for each time window,
we obtain a so-called “patterns movie”.
The resulting movie points out how patterns slowly evolve over time. Domain
experts have the opportunity to visualize in a short period of time – typically
less than a minute – millions of records and observe trends related to helicopter
usage.
We have implemented and conducted experiments on Airbus Helicopters
flight data. First outcomes of domain experts on patterns movies are presented.
To the best of our knowledge, the use of co-occurence matrix for aggregating
large TS data and their visualization with patterns movies is a new contribution
which has many advantages:
• Pattern movies are very convenient for domain experts to better understand their TS data
• The proposed process turns out to be scalable, almost linear in the size of
the TS data.
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From TS data to patterns videos

Let (T1 , T2 ) be two numerical TS variables over the same period of time T and
w1 , w2 , . . . , wn a succession of non-overlapping time windows of the same size,
with wi << T for each i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
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We denote by Tˆ1 and Tˆ2 a discretization of these TS. Many techniques could
be applied such as equal-width discretization or equal-frequency discretization.
Furthermore, external knowledge provided by experts should be taken into account. Details are omitted.
For a time window w, we denote by T1w , T2w the part of (T1 , T2 ) that fall into
w.
The proposed process applied on every time window w is as follows:
1. Discretize T1w and T2w into Tˆ1w and Tˆ2w
2. Count the number of occurrences of any pairs of values from (Tˆ1w , Tˆ2w ).
3. Build the co-occurence matrix Mˆw
4. Generate a picture associated to Mˆw
5. Integrate the picture into an MPEG file, i.e. the movie file is composed
by successive frames, one frame for each time window w1 , . . . , wn
We reuse classical notions of co-occurrence matrix from image processing,
useful in texture analysis of 2D images [4]. In our case, we consider that each cooccurence matrix is a simple image which captures useful information (patterns)
about the process of interest. The co-occurrence matrix can be seen also as a
multidimensional frequency histogram. The cascade of such patterns over time
produces so-called patterns movies, offering in a few seconds a visualisation of
helicopter’ parameters in operation over a long period of time, typically one
year.
It is worth noting that the time dimension is lost on each time window
w, making it possible to aggregate the studied parameters and to erase the
local specificities. Each generated picture turns out to deliver a time-agnostic
pattern, while the time dimension is still present in the ”patterns movies”.
In other words, a patterns movie can be seen as a sequence of time-agnostic
patterns, allowing to visualize how patterns slowly evolve over time.

A running example
In the sequel, we consider a running example to explain how a picture is built
from two TS variables over one time window only, i.e. w = T . The five steps
described previously are exemplified on data depicted in Table 1.(a).
Step 1 (Discretization): We consider here a simple discretization, the rounding function D(x) = bxe. For sake of readability, each pair of values in Tˆ1 and
Tˆ2 has got a particular colour, as shown in Table 1.(b)
Step 2 (Counting): A new dimension is added to count how many times a
given pair of values appears in (Tˆ1w , Tˆ2w ), depicted in Table 1.(c).
Step 3 (Co-occurence matrix): A co-occurrence matrix is built. Rows refers
to Tˆ1 values, i.e. h5, 6, 7, 8, 9i, and columns to Tˆ2 values, i.e. h1, 2, 3, 4i. A pair
of values (u, v) refers to the counting associated to that pair in the time window
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Table 1: Running example
(a)
T1w
T2w

5,3
1,9

4,7
1,5

5,5
3

5,8
3,4

6,1
4

7
3,1

8,2
3,6

8
3,9

8,3
4,2

8,6
0,5

⇓ (b)
Tb1w
Tb2w

5
2

5
2

6
3

6
3

6
4

7
3

8
4

8
4

8
4

9
1

⇓ (c)
Tˆ1w
Tˆ2w
Count

5
2
2

6
3
2

6
4
1

7
3
1

8
4
3

9
1
1

⇓ (d)
Tˆ2w values
1 2 3 4
0 2 0 0
0 0 2 1


0 0 1 0


0 0 0 3
1 0 0 0

Mˆw

Tˆ1w values

5
6
7
8
9

w (cf step 3). The co-occurrence matrix obtained is depicted in Table 1.(d).
This representation plays the role of a two-dimensional histogram, where the
time dimension is lost.
Step 4 (Picture generation): From the previous co-occurrence matrix of size
n × m, we sketch how pictures of size n × m can be generated. The main idea
is that the larger the value of a matrix at (i, j), the darker the (i, j) pixel in the
2D-picture. In order to protect the observer from possible bias of reading and
consequently of interpretation, we have adopted a normalization by distribution
intervals to better reflect the real data density, i.e. the number of data per unit
area [11].
A typical 2D-picture is given in Fig. 2, which corresponds to a pattern on
two variables: the oil pressure and the oil temperature observed in the main gear
box. The discretization is produced by partitioning the values of each attribute
in K = 100 equal length intervals.
Step 5 (Pattern movie generation): This step is simple as it consists to
generate such pictures over different time windows in order to produce a movie.
The time dimension is taken into account here at a coarser granularity, allowing
to study the global trends of different parameters. An example is shown in
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Figure 2: Co-occurrence matrix 100x100, all in-flight data from aircraft A, “Oil
temperature” vs “Oil pressure”

Figure 3.
In figure 3, we display some frames from a patterns movie built from data
corresponding to only one aircraft. The studied TS variables are “Oil temperature” (x-axis) and “Oil pressure” (y-axis). The middle frame from the last row
corresponds to a time window where an operating incident was reported.

Computational considerations
Generating patterns movies scales well over very large TS since each transformation has a complexity linear or quasi linear in the size of the input. Moreover
parallelisation can be applied. Details are omitted.
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Implementation and experimentations

The implementation has been done with Python 3.6.7 with libraries Pandas
0.24.1 for tabular data, NumPy 1.16.2 for math operations, and Matplotlib
3.0.3 for dataviz. Animated renderings use the FFmpeg encoder3 for the generation of MPEG-4 video files4 .
Experiments were executed on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-8750H CPU @
2.20GHz with 16 Go RAM.
We studied several datasets, two of them are described below. The first one
comes from a unique helicopter with over 45 days in operation, resulting in 76
3 Bellard,

F, FFmpeg, ffmpeg.org, 2019
Moving Picture Experts Group, M. MPEG-4 mpeg.chiariglione.org/standards/
mpeg-4/mpeg-4.htm, 1998.
4 The
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Figure 3: Snapshot of a patterns movie at different points in time
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Figure 4: Co-occurrence matrix 100x100, all in-flight data from aircraft A,
“Motor torque” vs “Rotor level”

flight hours and 550,000 records obtained at a frequency of 2 Hz. 24 parameters
were recorded into attributes such as oil pressure, oil temperature or altitude.
The second one was bigger with more than 118 million records, corresponding
to 16,000 flight hours of 33 helicopters, recorded over a period of 20 months.
On average we had 500 flight hours per aircraft.
The first dataset allowed an initial exploration by generating co-occurrence
matrices between all possible pairs of attributes in a few minutes. For example,
Figure 2 shows a relationship between the oil temperature and its pressure, with
an equal-width dicretization of 100 bins in each dimension.
Similarly, Figure 4 shows a correlation between attributes playing a role in
the mechanics of the helicopter. These first results were expected by business
experts, and judged as promising to visualize TS data.
New visualizations of static and animated co-occurrence matrices were then
regenerated on the new dataset. Two main observations can be drawn. First, on
each device a global normality appears on the kernels of the representations, i.e.
the region with the most frequent co-occurrences. We observe a great similarity
of the most frequent data in Figure 5 (a) and (b) (the darkest part).
Second, data at the periphery of the kernel, ie the less frequent data, ranging
from white to gray, do not follow the same distribution from one device to
another, and represent a large region of the co-occurrence matrix. On the other
side, the kernel part of this representation seems to be invariant.
Experts found this approach easy to use, giving them convenient and intuitive visualization of very large TS data. These results were useful in verifying
hypotheses about the system behaviour, quite complementary of existing propositions [6], [8], [5].
8

Figure 5: Co-occurrence matrix 50x50, “Oil temperature” vs “Oil pressure”, all
in-flight data from aircraft B (a) and from aircraft C (b).

The prototype is intended to be used by SDR experts as a decision support
system: It allows them to quickly comfort or invalidate their ”implicit” hypothesis. Then, in case of comforted hypothesis, a more complex analysis and
investigation are required in order to either precisely identify a root cause of an
incident or tune a predictive maintenance indicator for the studied system.
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Evolution in time of the centroid of co-occurence
matrices

Splitting temporal data using time windows generates a multitude of successive
ordered co-occurrence matrices. One of our goals is to better understand the
evolution of these matrices with respect to the time dimension. The most intuitive way to do this is to compare the different matrices with each other. To do
so, we look for a numerical measure between these matrices.
After exploring some classical distances adapted to matrices, like Jaccard or
Manhattan, an euclidean distance based on matrix centroids has been chosen by
domain experts for its simplicity of interpretation and visualization potential.
Let C ∈ Rw×h be a matrix. The point (x, y) is the centroid of C if:
Pw
x=

Ph
i=1 i ×
j=1 C(i, j)
Pw Ph
i=1
j=1 C(i, j)

Ph
y=

For example, for the matrix:
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Pw
j=1 j ×
i=1 C(i, j)
Ph Pw
j=1
i=1 C(i, j)


10 0
0 5
0 15


0
0
30

the corresponding centroid is:
x=

1 × 10 + 2 × 5 + 3 × (15 + 30)
155
=
10 + 5 + 15 + 30
60

y=

1 × 10 + 2 × (5 + 15) + 3 × 30)
140
=
10 + 5 + 15 + 30
60

Let A, B ∈ Rw×h and (xA , y A ) and (xB , y B ) their corresponding centroids.
We define the distance between A and B as the normalized euclidean distance
between the corresponding centroids:
dist(A, B) = √

p
1
× (xA − xB )2 + (y A − y B )2
2
+h

w2

The idea is to visualize the path followed by the centroids of co-occurrence
matrices to get an idea of their movements over time. Centroids can be visualized statically by displaying all of them in order to have an idea of their os-called
transit zone. They can also be visualized dynamically to show how they evolve
over time.
More than providing information on the distances travelled by centroids,
such visualizations also provide information on their direction and transit area.
Transit zones can be used to represent normality and highlight centroids moving
away from it.
The path followed by centroids before and after maintenance operations has
been analyzed in order to detect trends and patterns with respect to the studied
maintenance intervention (see figures 6 to 9).
Figure 6 shows the path of the centroids around a given n-th maintenance
operation. The path of the centroids before the maintenance operation n (intervention on the dial) is drawn in red. The previous operation n − 1 concerned
an intervention on the gearbox. The operation n + 1 concerns also an intervention on the dial, and the centroid path between n and n + 1 is displayed in
blue. Centroids are calculated on 50×50 oil temperature and pressure matrices,
within a window size of 30 minutes. We observe a variation of the transit zone
taken by the centroids over time.
The downside of the visualisation based on centroids is that it requires a
lot of data to be relevant. If maintenance operations are too close in time, the
small number of centroids tracing the path may not be sufficient to obtain a
sufficiently precise idea of the transit zones they use.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the path of centroids around a maintenance
operation on the gearbox lubrication of two different aircrafts. In red is the path
before the operation, in blue, the path followed by the centroid after operation.
We observe a similar displacement of the transit zone of the centroids towards
a zone where the temperature is lower and the pressure higher. In this case
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Figure 6: Centroids for co-occurrence matrix 50x50, all in-flight data from aircraft A, “Oil temperature” vs “Oil pressure”, window size of 30 minutes

Figure 7: Centroids for co-occurrence matrix 50x50, all in-flight data from aircraft B, “Oil temperature” vs “Oil pressure”, window size of 30 minutes
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Figure 8: Centroids for co-occurrence matrix 50x50, all in-flight data from aircraft C, “Oil temperature” vs “Oil pressure”, window size of 30 minutes

Figure 9: Centroids for co-occurrence matrix 50x50, all in-flight data from aircraft D, “Oil temperature” vs “Oil pressure”, window size of 3 minutes
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the path followed by the centroid is a good indicator for an human expert to
validate the maintenance operation.
Some external factors are also influencing the centroid path. For example,
the effect of an oil change operation may vary depending on the type of the
used oil. Even if an operation was only to tighten a bolt on the device, the bolt
could be tightened in many different ways. Nevertheless, we observe similar
maintenance operations in our experiments.
The duration of the time windows has an impact on the visualization generated. Although the general trends for the transit zones used by centroids remain
the same, the number of centroids and their local behaviors are affected by a
change in the frequency of windowing. Too high a frequency would aggregate a
lot of data and would result in a low number of centroids, perhaps too low to
capture an evolution. Conversely, too fine a granularity would increase the number of centroids, which firstly lengthens the computation time, and can cause
the appearance of artefacts. Figure 9 illustrates this phenomenon. It represents
all the centroids of the 50x50 co-occurrence matrices, relating to the temperature of the oil and its pressure, obtained from a windowing with a frequency
of 3 minutes. We observe the appearance of vertical line explained by the fact
that the variability of the data on the oil pressure attribute becomes locally in
time so small, that the horizontal position of the centroid is forced to fix on an
integer value (the sensor precision is at 1 unit).
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Conclusion

We introduced a technique for visualizing large TS data as patterns movies. On
the basis of a division of the TS into time windows, co-occurrence matrices are
built, allowing to display a representation of the underlying data distribution.
The time dimension is lost locally at each matrix, but is kept globally throughout the windowing, in the produced pattern movie. Many experiments were
conducted with TS data from Airbus Helicopters, from which we presented and
discussed the main outcomes. In addition, we were able to aggregate further
the visualization by focusing on centroids of co-occurence matrix only. Such an
abstraction turned out to be very useful to study the normal behavior of the
studied phenomenon with transit zone of centroids.
To sum up, this approach proposes to capture the evolution of trends observed over time windows in TS. Therefore, the main perspective is to be able to
detect deviations with respect to the normal behavior of operating helicopters.
Whenever these changes are detected, an alert could be raised to anticipate
and better organize maintenance actions. The overall objective is to improve
safety in order to avoid potential incidents, and allow customers to increase the
availability of their helicopters. Experts found this approach very promising,
intuitive, easy to use, allowing rapid testing of hypotheses on large collections
of TS.
Many perspectives remain to be addressed: first, human perception of those
pattern movies could be evaluated more thoroughly to define new visual quality
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metrics [9]. Second, patterns movies could be used to anomaly detection, not
by experts’ eyes, but with automatic techniques on the co-occurrence matrices.
Third, more research also deserves to be done to help domain experts to find
appropriate tradeoffs to get meaningful pattern movies, for example to select the
two parameters for the 2D visualization, to define an appropriate time window
and also to discretize the data. Finally, co-occurence matrix can be extended
to better handle the multivariate aspect, either by adding a set of dimensions
for the x-axis and another set of dimensions for the y-axis, instead of a single
dimension for both axis as we do; or by adding a set of dynamic indicators
reflecting variations of other parameters during the last sliding windows.
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